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Abstract This essay follows the insights of reader response theory to examine

how readers of Phyllis Reynolds Naylor’s Alice McKinley series negotiate textual

meaning and construct particular identities in relation to the series’ controversial

content. Ranking second on the American Library Association’s top one hundred

list of banned and challenged books for 2000–2009, and criticized by conservative

groups and feminist scholars alike, the Alice series may be understood as belonging

to a widely-denigrated genre of relational reading material largely consumed by

girls. The study analyzes over 2 years of reader posts to the Offical Alice Blog, the

major fan website to the series, to argue that reading Alice is a means by which fans

shape their social and cultural identities in sometimes contradictory ways. While

Alice fans display an uncritical adoption of some traditional beliefs around gender

and sexuality in their reading of the series, their discussion simultaneously reveals

how their recognition of the series as transgressive and liberating in its presentation

of matters related to female adolescent identity enables readers to construct par-

ticular identities for themselves as readers, teens, and young women that are formed

in opposition to some conservative and traditional ideologies. Moreover, in their

engagement with the series’ progressive sexual politics fans move closer to claiming

agency as sexual subjects.
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Ranking second on the 2000–2009 American Library Association’s top one hundred

list of banned books (American Library Association), Phyllis Reynolds Naylor’s

Alice McKinley series has been frequently challenged for its sexual content. Yet it

has also been criticized for presenting ‘‘a homogenized view of what being female

means,’’ based on a ‘‘particularly banal form of white, middle-class heterosexual-

ity’’ reinforcing stereotypical gender norms for girls (Sweeney, 2009 p. 4; Jones,

2005, p. 17). Whether stemming from a socially conservative or feminist position,

criticisms of the Alice series rest upon assumptions about the power of texts to

influence readers. This understanding is challenged by reception theory, which

posits readers’ active and diverse interpretation of texts (Cherland, 1994; Christian-

Smith, 1994; Radway, 1984). Pointing to the potential of texts to be read in different

ways, Jill P. May (1997) urges children’s literature scholars to consider the

‘‘audience and its experience’’ in determining ‘‘how a text creates an aesthetic

experience’’ (pp. 82–83).

Accordingly, this essay utilizes interpretive discourse analysis to examine over

600 fan letters posted to the Official Alice Blog (alicemckinley.wordpress.com) and

investigate the ways young readers engage with the Alice series. It argues that the

series enables Alice fans to shape their social and cultural identities in contradictory

ways. While Alice readers sometimes adopt traditional beliefs around gender and

sexuality, their postings simultaneously reveal that their understanding of the series

as offering a transgressive presentation of female adolescent experience allows

readers to construct identities formed in self-conscious opposition to some

conservative and traditional ideologies. Moreover, through their interaction with

the series’ progressive sexual politics, fans move closer to claiming agency as

sexual subjects.

Starting with the 1985 publication of The Agony of Alice, 26 novels have been

published in the series to date. Each depicts Alice’s adventures over the course of a

season, portraying her daily life as she ages from ten to eighteen, and exploring a

number of issues including sexual experimentation, pregnancy, drunk driving,

planning for college, and religious inquiry. Like other coming of age works by

writers such as Judy Blume, the series has achieved noteriety for its explicit

discussion of human anatomy and sexual behavior. Yet Alice also belongs to what

Christine Woodcock (2003) defines as the ‘‘relational genre,’’ a wide range of texts

focused on ‘‘romantic, familial or peer relationships’’ and marketed towards girls

(p. 3). Much of the series’ narrative in fact is concerned with Alice’s relationships,

in particular her relationship with her sometimes boyfriend Patrick.

As Woodcock and others note, the relational genre is commonly derided; some

feminists are critical of the ways its focus on romantic relationships ‘‘shapes young

women’s femininity and secures their consent to the dominant organization of

society’’ (Christian-Smith, 1994, p. 207). However, numerous scholars recognize

the ideological nature of gendered literacies while documenting readers’ active
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negotiation of texts. Meredith Cherland (1994) argues that although such novels

‘‘position girls in certain ways’’ readers also consistently practice ‘‘individual forms

of resistance to those broad cultural forces’’ (1994, p. 158). Cultural context shapes

girls’ interpretation of relational material in ways that may resist ideological

underpinnings (Grace and Lum, 2001, p. 459) and allow girls to explore a sense of

agency and ‘‘resist the expectations…to be ‘good’ girls’’ (Smith, 2000, pp. 35, 37).

Gina DeBlase (2003) details girls’ textual negotiations, finding that though girls are

not fully able to resist normative ideals they display only partial identification with

notions of traditional femininity (2003, p. 629). Similarly, Woodcock asserts girls’

rejection of a ‘‘single notion of femininity’’ and traces how readers imagine an

‘‘evolving collection of diverse roles’’ for women (2003, p. 219).

These studies exhibit how young women’s social identities are shaped through

reading and talking about texts (DeBlase, 2003, p. 624). For example, Linda Christian

Smith shows how romance readers use their reading as a means ‘‘to reflect on their

developing sexualities’’ (1994, p. 207), while Sally Smith observes the ways that

romantic themes allow readers to ‘‘actively position themselves’’ and to ‘‘explore

questions and emotions’’ as they identify with the heroine (2000, p. 36). Like Cherland

(1994, p. 10), who posits that reading ‘‘creates the possibilities for self-determination,’’

Woodcock argues that girls use the relational genre to ‘‘establish agency and construct

knowledge pertaining to such issues as understanding themselves, understanding others,

and exploring a range of relationships through a form of safe reflection’’ (2003, p. iii).

She concludes that girls use the relational genre ‘‘to negotiate complex relationships in

their lives, to reflect on their daily lives, and to take action on those evaluations’’ (p. 3).

This essay similarly demonstrates how Alice fans use their reading to explore questions

related to identity, to construct particular understandings of themselves as readers and as

young women, as well as to develop a sense of agency around their emergent sexuality.

The Alice Blog and Online Participation

The Official Alice Blog, begun in its present form in 2008, is part of a promotional

strategy by Simon and Schuster capitalizing on the community-building power of

the Internet and notions of a gendered audience. Each novel features blurbs from

readers on the back cover alongside an invitation for other readers to visit the Alice

Fan Club online and ‘‘read what real girls have to say about Alice.’’ Updated several

times a month, the fansite is maintained by Naylor and Simon and Schuster and

provides a place for readers to post questions or messages about the series and their

personal lives, indicate posts they ‘‘like,’’and receive responses from Naylor and

other fans. According to the FAQ page, Naylor receives emails from girls around

the world and responds to every post, though she removes identifying information.

Most posters self-identify as young women, ranging from ten to their early twenties,

with some describing themselves as racial minorities, bisexual or lesbian, and as

international readers, a fact that suggests the Alice fandom is not limited solely to

white, heterosexual girls.

Reader activity on the site indicates the existence of a participatory culture organized

around the series. Fan communities off and online have been widely studied for how fans
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interpret and gain pleasure from the texts around which they organize (Jenkins, 2006;

Kirby-Diaz, 2009). Despite its commercial origins, the Alice Blog is a virtual space

where readers with an intense affiliation with the fictional world of Alice interact with

others sharing their interest. Like the visitors to the Field of Dreams site studied by Aden

et al. (1995), they are members of an interpretative community who have found ‘‘a

secure, metaphorical space as a result of their interpretations’’ (p. 374) and whose

postings offer insight into ‘‘fan-initiated negotiations around the meanings and

significance of what is seen’’ (Michelle, 2009, p. 149).

Providing even more ‘‘naturalistic responses’’ than face-to-face interviews

(Michelle, 2009), Net communications are particularly revealing of how posters

‘‘construct a self’’ (Van Zoonen, 2007, p. 525). Indeed, virtual spaces are important

arenas for new forms of literacy and identity play, providing safe contexts in which

girls ‘‘feel free from judgment’’ and can forge social relationships and ‘‘perform and

construct aspects of identity’’ (Grisso and Weiss, 2005, p. 32; Mazzarrella, 2005).

Rebecca Black, for example, shows how ‘‘affinity spaces’’on the Web enable girls to

construct identities by displaying ‘‘valued forms of social and intellectual capital’’

for their online peers (2008, p. 107). They allow girls to write about topics and texts

‘‘that express tangible issues and concerns from their lives’’ (p. 135), and to portray

different aspects of identity in a ‘‘fluid and ongoing process’’ of negotiation that

‘‘traverses national, linguistic and cultural borders’’ (p. 96). Because of their

freedom from adult surveillance, on-line communities are valuable places for the

young to encounter and express varying sexual discourses and identities (Tosen-

berger, 2008, p. 203). Examining reader discourse about the series thus illuminates

some of the ways that fans construct particular identities in relation to Alice’s sexual

content and imagery.

Constructing the Teenaged Reading Self Through Alice

Posters repeatedly describe themselves as being in an intense relationship with the

Alice series; one gushes that ‘‘I am absolutely IN LOVE with your books,’’ while

others claim to be ‘‘ADDICTED’’ to the series which is ‘‘like my drug!’’ Fans

routinely express a sense of intimacy with Alice, who is described by readers as a

‘‘best friend.’’ This sense of friendship stems from their perception of the series as

‘‘so true-to-life’’ and ‘‘so realistic.’’ ‘‘Reading the Alice books is like reading

someone’s life-story,’’ writes one fan, while another comments ‘‘It is very indeed

hard to think that they’re fiction books.’’ As one poster summarizes ‘‘You’ve created

a place for your readers we can believe.’’

Central among what fans view as ‘‘real’’ is the series’ emotional realism. ‘‘When

they laugh I laugh, and when they cry I cry too,’’ posts one fan. Fans’ emotional

engagement branches from their sense that the series accurately reflects their own

lives. As one reader comments, the Alice series is relatable because ‘‘All the things

that happen to Alice could happen to anyone.’’ Dealing with a range of problems

including divorce, sexual molestation, teen dating violence, sex, pregnancy and

abortion, drunk driving, life-threatening illness, death and religious controversy, as

well as family, peer and romantic relationships, the subject matter is a leading
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reason the novels have been so frequently challenged over the years. However,

Naylor’s treatment of these issues is a major source of appeal to fans, who

consistently praise the author for the ways that Alice differs from other teen novels.

‘‘I like how your books include all of the regular teen problems, but you write them

so that they’re funnier, and more personal, than most of the teenage drama novels,’’

writes one fan. One poster reports that she hides the novels from her older sister who

‘‘would dismiss them as silly girly books (which i dont like) and make fun of me.

but i love them…when i was 13 i brought home all these girly series that i slowly

dropped as i matured and realized theyre just stupidities. but yours i just cant let go

of [sic]!’’ In contrast to other books, the Alice series is seen to possess a level of

gravitas stemming from its even-handed treatment of serious issues.

This reader’s comment regarding the ‘‘stupidities’’ of ‘‘girly’’ series reflects an

understanding that cultural products embraced by girls are often maligned, a

negative perception tied to the gendered content and production of female-directed

popular culture. Observing the derision of musical groups like the Spice Girls,

Catherine Driscoll (2002) argues that the dismissal of such groups as a ‘‘girl thing’’

is tied to their commercial, mass-produced nature (p. 273). As Driscoll notes,

detractors see the Spice Girls as a ‘‘regrettable projection’’ of girls’ desires ‘‘onto a

commodity invented by marketers’’ (p. 273). Because such groups are not perceived

as developing from a ‘‘real girl culture,’’ they are intrepreted as encouraging

‘‘passive conformity’’ in their audience (p. 273). Forms of girl culture are thus

subject to mockery because they are viewed as lacking in artistic authenticity, a lack

that both reflects and results in the passivity and conformity of girl consumers.

In contrast, many fans differentiate Naylor’s novels from ‘‘silly girly’’ ones

because they convey a sense of authenticity rooted in transgression. The Alice texts

are ‘‘real’’ because they challenge convention by voicing ideas about which other

novels are silent. ‘‘You cover topics that most shy away from and I’m very

thankful,’’ writes one reader. Another says, ‘‘what I really love about your books is

how you add a little bit of everything, even if its controversaill to a point of having

your books banned [sic].’’ Another fan, writing about a scene in Dangerously Alice
where Alice and a boy engage in mutual masturbation, comments, ‘‘I love how you

write things about what can happen to a real teenager!’’ One poster remarks how the

Alice books have ‘‘made my life easier,’’ due to the parallels she is able to draw

between her own life and the character and events of the series, including divorce,

the death of a friend, and embarrassing experiences. Fan comments make clear that

traumatic events make up the content of their lives and express readers’

understanding of the series’ depiction of unhappy realities and sexuality as meeting

the needs of ‘‘real’’ teenagers.

Indeed, it is their sense that Alice accurately portrays a shared teen experience

that sets the series apart for many readers. For instance, one reader who applauds

Naylor for her honest treatment of issues like divorce and sexuality writes that

‘‘Parents tend to think that kids in junior high…are so innocent…We are not as

innocent as people think…we experience SO MUCH of it in jr. high.’’ This feeling

of common experience is important in easing adolescent readers’ sense of isolation.

One reader says ‘‘Your book was honestly like a life saver,’’ since ‘‘Everything

Alice said and thought and felt made sense to me, and I realized I wasn’t alone, I’m
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not the only one feeling like this, all of the confusion.’’ Fan comments reveal how

the pleasures of reading Alice are tied to awareness of belonging to a distinct

reading community of teens. In expressing an understanding that the controversial

content of the novels express the realities of ‘‘teenagers like me’’ fans participate in

a particular construction of adolescent identity marked by upheaval, embarrassment,

loss of innocence, and isolation. They also position themselves as particular kinds of

readers possessing specific reading needs—they are readers opposed to censorship

and in search of a more honest reading experience than that provided by typical teen

novels, one which gives readers proof that they are not alone. Both identities are

self-consciously oppositional, as they contrast the perspectives and needs of real

teen readers to a conservative adult culture that would censor certain content.

In fact, fans’ oppositional self-constructions reveal their adoption of a larger

discourse about teenaged identity and reading in circulation since the advent of new

realism in the 1960s, which has been utilized by Simon and Schuster to market the

series. Featuring quotes from the website on the novels’ back covers, the publishing

house has regularly stressed the appeal of Alice’s content to ‘‘real’’ teens while

capitalizing on the controversy around it to sell more books. Teen readers thus come

to the series with a certain horizon of expectations about the books’ content as

meeting their needs. In turn, fan postings enable Simon and Schuster to continue to

exploit the reader discourse around the series to sell more books.

Yet fans’ relationship with the series does not merely demonstrate an uncritical

acceptance of marketing discourse, but serves as the basis for resistance to power

structures in their own lives. This is evidenced by the fact that fans use the Alice
website as a kind of advice column, posting lengthy letters and questions to Naylor

on personal topics ranging from relationships with boys, friends, and parents, to

depression, sexual molestation, and drug use, to questions about sex and sexuality,

as well as career advice. Fans describe Naylor as ‘‘like a therapist or a school

counselor,’’ and as someone to talk to when you ‘‘can’t talk to a parent.’’ As one fan

writes, ‘‘I need someone to talk to…who actually might understand me.’’ Fan letters

to Naylor demonstrate the existence of a discourse community around Alice holding

clear expectations about how the author will relate to teens and display sentiments

similar to those of Judy Blume fans, whose letters also convey a sense of connection

to the author rooted in appreciation of her willingness to address taboo topics

(Blume, 1986). Stemming from their reading of the series as non-judgmental and

reflective of the realities of teen-aged life, Alice fans move beyond the boundaries of

the narrative to seek greater self-understanding and knowledge about the world. In

doing so, they circumvent barriers to self-exploration and questioning imposed by

parents and society.

Constructing the Female Self Through Alice

Fans’ readings of the Alice character also enable oppositional self-constructions. In

her study of girl readers, Gina DeBlase (2003) notes a ‘‘discontinuity between

characteristics the girls most admired in female characters they read about (courage,

self-reliance, integrity) and their sense of the potential for those attributes existing in
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their own lives and identities’’ (p. 629). In contrast, Alice fans perceive the Alice

character as both admirable and similar to themselves, and they cherish her

resilience and imperfection. As a character, Alice often exhibits agency, reacting to

negative events by trying new things and developing skills. When she is dumped by

her boyfriend, for example, she throws herself into school activities and charity

work. She displays independence and resistance to social norms, befriending a

marginalized classmate, bringing attention to sexual harassment and censorship at

her school, and working various jobs. Fans admire her sense of confidence. ‘‘When I

read your books about Alice she always seems so sure of herself and confident,’’

writes one reader. Fans appreciate how Alice seems to be on a quest to find her own

identity and meets challenges. As one reader says, ‘‘She falls down but most

important of all, she gets back up and keeps going on.’’

Yet fans also routinely praise her imperfections. Alice often faces embarrassment

and makes blunders: getting her period while in a white skirt, exposing her

underwear, urinating in her pants, enduring negative gossip, getting food in her

braces and even mistakenly inviting sex workers to Thanksgiving. One fan observes,

‘‘I love how you didn’t make Alice perfect, in some teen books I read the characters

seem to be too perfect, but Alice is just a great role model even though she makes

mistakes.’’ This sentiment is echoed by another fan, who notes ‘‘The thing I love

about Alice is that she is like a real person with real problems. Not like all those

fairy tale books where everyone’s life is perfect!’’

At the same time they value her complexity and difference from stereotypical

presentations of girls, it is notable that fans do not perceive Alice as a character

separate or distinct from them. Instead, they construct themselves through her,

recurrently describing themselves as being ‘‘like Alice.’’ As one fan writes ‘‘She just

reminds me so much of myself in many ways!! I feel as though I AM Alice, and that

everything that is happening to her, is really happening to me too.’’ Their

identification seems based on an understanding of themselves as sharing Alice’s

multifaceted and complex nature. Posters compare Alice’s personal contradictions

with their own: ‘‘she acts like me in some cases—the good and the bad. We both

worry when we shouldn’t, we try to keep an open mind, we tend to overreact, and

we compare ourselves unfairly to our brainiac boyfriends! But I’m still aspiring to

be as courageous a heroine as the one you have given me all these years. And like

Alice, I am not sure at all what I believe, religiously speaking.’’ Focusing on their

confusion and uncertainty, their mix of ‘‘good and bad’’ qualities, these fans self-

consciously construct themselves as selves-in-process, whose quest for knowledge

and self-awareness parallels that of Alice.

Even as they construct similarities based on Alice’s failures to meet a perfect

ideal readers praise Alice for demonstrating the imperfect self-in-process as lovable.

As one high school girl writes, Alice ‘‘[brings] comfort to girls like me,’’ a comment

supported by another’s belief that Alice teaches readers that ‘‘we can be special

even if we’re not super popular or an athlete’’ because ‘‘even the girls like Alice are

important.’’ In noting the opposition between the ideal and qualities of ‘‘real’’ girls

these readers hint towards a critical consciousness about the ways girls’ identities

are circumscribed by cultural imagery even as they display a desire to be seen and

represented in more individualized ways. If Alice is special, so are the girls who see
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themselves in her. By identifying with Alice, fans construct themselves as resilient

heroines, on a quest for self-discovery, who, imperfect as they may be, are

multifaceted, lovable and admirable.

Learning Girlhood/Attaining Authenticity Through Alice

Even as Alice enables readers to construct themselves as lovable selves-in-process,

their postings also point to how they see the series as a means to self-improvement.

For instance, fans routinely express enjoyment in the series’ structure, which

permits reflection on shared experience by following Alice’s adventures over a span

of years. As one poster in her twenties writes, ‘‘I loved sharing my experiences with

Alice. From my first love and first heart break to worrying about friends to learning

to see the world in new and more grown-up ways, Alice was always there,

experiencing those things with me.’’ Readers are able to grow alongside Alice,

identifying with the character’s changing perspective at different points in their own

lives.

However, Alice has a clear pedagogical function for fans. As one poster notes, ‘‘I

loved being able to ‘‘look up’’ to [Alice] and get an idea of what life was going to

throw at me.’’ Similar to the girl readers of Cherland’s (1994) study, who read series

books ‘‘to look for cues as to acceptable ways to behave, and for examples of ways

to be in the world’’ (p. 17), Alice fans consistently frame the series as a kind of

primer preparing readers for the kinds of situations they are likely to face as young

girls and teens. As a fan notes, while ‘‘some of the situations that alice faces aren’t

happening to me yet, [it] is definatly good advice for the future [sic].’’ Here fans’

perception of the ‘‘reality’’ of the series is clearly at work, as they understand and

expect to use the series as a map for their future lives.

Importantly, fans are not only using the series as an imaginative guide to

impending events, but as a means to contemplate behavior in their daily lives. One

poster uses Alice to help think through her problems: ‘‘Whenever I myself am in a

difficult situation,’’ I think, ‘‘What would Alice do if she was real?’’ Still another

reader observes, ‘‘I am thankful for all the mistakes that Alice makes so that I don’t

make the same mistakes, and we both learn from them!’’ Fan comments around the

ways the ‘‘advice’’ provided by Alice will help readers avoid ‘‘mistakes’’ are

significant, however, for suggesting their understanding that the behaviors depicted

in the series are not merely descriptive, but prescriptive; readers understand that

there is a model they ‘‘ought’’ to follow in order to be more like Alice. While this

facilitates some proactive behavior that will be discussed shortly, it is necessary to

consider other implications of the way fans seek to follow Alice’s example given

how the ‘‘certain situations at school and at home’’ she encounters are clearly

gendered.

One form of gendering at work in the series is the construction of a femininity

rooted in an ideology of heterosexual romance. As Sweeney (2003, p. 4) and Jones

(2005, p. 27) observe, the series rarely departs from normative constructions of

sexuality despite the presence of token lesbian characters and a message of sexual

tolerance. In earlier years, the sexual relationships of the adults in the series,
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including Alice’s father and brother, are the subject of frequent and intense

speculation by Alice, who dreams of her father’s remarriage to her teacher Sylvia

and fantasizes about her own wedding. These relationships are laced with

melodrama, as, for example, when Sylvia chooses between Mr. McKinley and

another man; this romantic coding becomes even more apparent as Alice and her

friends mature. The title of the one-volume reissue of three novels from the series,

called I Like Him, He Likes Her, indicates this pivotal concern with heterosexual

romance. Organized around Alice’s break-up with Patrick, the volume focuses on

her attempts to come to terms with his rejection of her for another girl in chapters

titled ‘‘Panic,’’ ‘‘Heart to Heart,’’ ‘‘Pain,’’ and ‘‘Alone.’’ While the volume shows

Alice recovering quite capably, expanding her interests and recognizing that she

likes her independence, it ends with Alice admitting that her ‘‘heart will always skip

a beat for Patrick’’ (p. 564). By the 26th book in the series she continues to prefer

him to other boys. Though it is not clear whether Alice will end up with Patrick, the

series’ use of romantic coding reflects an ideology in which girls remain defined by

their relationships with boys.

Given this ideology it is critical to note that at the same time Alice fans see the

series as offering ‘‘lifelong lessons and hints at things we girls need to know,’’ and

reflecting the ‘‘real experiences that each of us girls go through as we grow up and

try to find out who we will be,’’ they report that the things girls ‘‘need to know’’

revolve around female biology, relationships, and boys. For instance, as one fan

recounts, she learned about ‘‘going to the gynecologist, getting one’s period, making

out with a boy for the first time, and even sex,’’ while another reader ‘‘learned about

boyslol, and friends, family [sic].’’ Reader comments reveal their acceptance of the

cultural narrative about gender at work in the series and an internalization of the

idea that girls should be focused on boys and interpersonal drama. This is also

apparent in the large number of fan posts providing lengthy, detailed descriptions

about their relationships, often traumatic and uncertain, with boys. Fans’ emphasis

on their romantic trevails is not surprising given the extent to which heterosexual

romance continues to be perceived in wider culture as ‘‘the only path to achieve full

happiness and maturity’’ and functions as a central ‘‘technology of the self’’ for girls

(Driscoll, 2002, p. 77). However, it also reflects fans’ understanding of the Alice

Blog as a place in which their performance of this particular kind of heterosexual

subjectivity will be sanctioned and indicates the ways they understand the series to

be centrally ‘‘about’’ romantic relations with boys.

Yet, conforming to a heteronormative script is just one aspect of existence about

which girls report learning. Readers consistently relate developing more proactive

behavior through reading Alice. As one reader notes, ‘‘im a better person because of

her [sic],’’ an opinion echoed by others who stress how the books have ‘‘changed my

whole aspect on my relationships with friends and life in general.’’ Fans emphasize

how the series has made ‘‘a difference in my life and the decisions i have made

[sic],’’ and helped ‘‘me grow up and face things like Alice.’’ Presenting themselves

as possessing the ability to ‘‘face things’’ and make more adult choices, fans trace

their new abilities to the better self-understanding enabled by the series, noting that

‘‘I learned a lot about myself, about friends and about life’’ and that it ‘‘really helped

me figure who I really am.’’
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One area about which girls describe gaining better self-awareness is their

understanding of sexuality. During the series Alice menstruates and develops

breasts, learns details about female anatomy and masturbation, and engages in

sexual activity. As noted earlier, fans praise the series’ open treatment of sexual

material. They see the novels as a place where girls can go when they have no one

else with whom to talk about sexual issues. As one reader writes, Alice ‘‘was like

my big, little sister,’’ providing her sole source of sexual information since ‘‘I’ve

never had a boyfriend and I never talked about sex to anyone.’’ Similarly, one reader

reports that ‘‘I’m uncomfortable with talking about that kind of stuff with my

parents and my friends, so this was incredibly helpful in learning things.’’

If, as observed earlier, fans are using Alice as a map for learning heterosexual

existence, it is important to note that their acceptance of this normative construction

of sexuality goes hand-in-hand with fans’ understanding of female (hetero)sexual

desire as healthy and acceptable. The series enables young readers to feel ‘‘normal’’

about their own sexuality, despite a repressive family or social environment. One

fan says the Alice books ‘‘have taught me that sexuality is normal. Actually normal-

not just ‘‘health-class normal,’’ while another loves how the Alice books talk ‘‘about

sex [and] masturbation …it makes me feel normal to hear of other people thinking

the same things.’’ Reading Alice provides fans not only with factual information but

permits fans to embrace their own thoughts and feelings about sexuality, an

acceptance of desire central to attaining a sense of self as a valid sexual subject.

Given the realities of U.S. culture in which abstinence-only education is still widely

promoted and ‘‘slut shaming’’ and double sexual standards continue to frame girls’

sexuality, fans’ ability to see their desires as legitimate remains a notable

achievement of the series.

Another important area about which girls report learning better understanding is

coping with the humiliation related to being a girl. In Reviving Ophelia Mary Pipher

(1994, p. 12) notes the shame about their bodies, the struggle to feel accepted, as

well as the doubts around abilities that are encountered by teens in a culture hostile

to girls and female sexuality. Many of these difficulties are foregrounded in the

series, which routinely depicts Alice facing humiliating situations with female

bodily functions and her peers at the same time it urges readers to take these

experiences in stride. Fans frequently recall feelings of embarrassment and report

learning from Alice that it is OK to be imperfect. ‘‘When I read some of her

embarrassing moments,’’ writes one fan, ‘‘I think hey! That happened to me.’’

Articulating an awareness that they are not alone in their experience thanks to Alice,

readers see themselves as having developed a greater perspective and a degree of

self-forgiveness, qualities which they associate with maturity and being a woman.

Coinciding with their belief that the Alice series has helped them become more

adult and self-aware is their understanding of the series as enabling them to engage

proactively with the larger world. As noted earlier Alice often demonstrates agency,

and she is commonly described by fans as ‘‘inspiring.’’ Similar to the girl readers in

Cherland’s (1994) study, who not only ‘‘desired agency for the girl characters’’ and

‘‘admired them for exercising agency when and where they could’’ but also

‘‘imagined themselves exercising agency in a similar fashion’’ (p. 171), fans report

how following in Alice’s resilient footsteps has allowed them to be more confident
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and assertive. One reader, for example, says that Alice was her inspiration for

retaking her driver’s test after failing, writing that ‘‘I remembered the same thing

happening to Alice… it made me feel like I wasn’t alone and just like Alice I passed

on my second try.’’ Another poster reports when her family moved to ‘‘big, scary,

Maryland in the sixth grade, the only thing that could console me was the fact that

Alice lived in Silver Spring. If she was happy in Maryland, that meant that I could

be too.’’ As previously mentioned, it is exactly this kind of awareness of perspective

and learning to take initiative and confront problems directly which fans see as

marking their movement into a more adult identity. However, what fans perhaps see

as most important in becoming ‘‘better’’ as people is the way that Alice encourages

them to embrace their individuality and accept themselves. As one high school girl

puts it, the Alice series ‘‘[helps] us become a better person. Not simply becoming

clones of others, not simply becoming like Alice even, but becoming a better

version of ourselves.’’ For fans like this, what is ‘‘better’’ about them is that they

have learned to be more original, independent selves.

Like the girl readers in DeBlase’s (2003) study who ‘‘struggle with the different

and contradictory discourse available to them’’ Alice fans thus adopt ‘‘only a partial

version of femininity as it is offered in more traditional texts’’ (p. 629). Although the

series encourages their embrace of some normative gender roles, readers understand

the series as offering an image of femininity that resists traditional framings of

‘‘perfect’’ girlhood, praising it for its representation of girls as proactive, multi-

faceted and genuine people. In seeing the representation of girlhood in Alice as ‘‘like

me’’ readers construct themselves as similarly pro-active and individual. Thus, for

these fans, reading Alice becomes a means to articulate an identity defined by

resistance to traditional models of female adolescent identity. This is not solely a

matter of self-perception, as fans report that their identification with the series

enables them to change their behavior in the real world.

Using Alice to Navigate Experience and Think Things Through

As the preceding discussion reveals, fans frame their relationship to the Alice series

as one which assists personal development by inspiring different ways of thinking

about and behaving in the world. As one fan posts about Alice, ‘‘All of her changes

have made me think about my changes in my life.’’ Accordingly, this next section

turns to a consideration of how fans engage with the series’ content in order to make

sense of their own experience, focusing in particular on the most controversial

aspect of the series: its representation of sexual material. Caroline Jones (2005)

asserts that protests against the Alice series stem from our culture’s expectation that

‘‘children be blank, naı̈ve and desireless,’’ an expectation that is clearly challenged

by the way the series raises ‘‘questions of female sexual desire more overtly and

explicitly’’ than most novels (p. 17). Starting with Achingly Alice in 1998 the series

features multiple scenes where girls learn about human sexuality. They include both

a clinical presentation of information about human anatomy, as when the characters

learn to name their genitals, have pelvic exams and yeast infections, as well as

explicit depictions of characters engaging in sexual exploration including mutual
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masturbation. As Jones notes, Naylor’s treatment of these issues is remarkably

evenhanded: ‘‘While Naylor may not overtly affirm or encourage sexual desire or

sexual exploration for her characters…neither does she condemn such desire nor

exploration…Naylor presents sexual information in a carefully neutral manner,

while never judging sexual impulses, desires or responses as abnormal or wrong. As

her protagonists learn more about their physicality, they come to understand sexual

desire as part of growing up’’ (p. 29).

Consistent with this view, fan postings reveal that a number of readers are using

the events of Alice in their search for self-understanding and knowledge about their

own sexuality. As discussed earlier, many fans report that the information presented

in the series has enabled them to feel their sexual thoughts and feelings are normal.

While using the series as a source of comparison validates some fans, for others it

leads to self-doubt. For instance one fan worries that she masturbates too frequently,

posting ‘‘Alice did it 3–5 days a week, and she thought that was a lot! but I do it

every single night…am I the only 13 year old girl in the world that does such a

thing?[sic]’’ Such reactions underscore how, despite the series’ attempt to present

sexual content in a non-judgmental way, like any form of sexual representation it

works to delimit sexual expression in particular ways. Regardless, the series plays

an important role in leading fans to more closely define their own attitudes and

understandings about sex. Fans’ recognition that the sexual content of Alice is

controversial leads them to examine their own reading practices as well as their

personal relationship to the sexual content of the series. For example, one fan notes

that, ‘‘Alice is getting older’’ and wonders ‘‘if there’s a point in the series where I

should wait until I’m a little older to read them?’’ Another posts that ‘‘I’m a

Mormon. I only read things that are pure to the mind, or at least I try to. My mom

doesn’t mind, but it always feels like I’m reading porn… it makes me feel awkward

when I read some of Alices situations. …Do you think that reading Alices situations

is wrong? [sic]’’ These fans struggle to establish a position for themselves within the

debate, balancing their own thoughts, feelings and religious beliefs about the

material against an awareness of alternative perspectives.

Another fan also demonstrates an awareness of alternative perspectives. Writing

that ‘‘most people would say that [Intensely Alice] is somehow a turning point from

her acting like herself because [of the] part about the park bench [when Alice and

Patrick manually bring each other to climax] and they wouldn’t want 10 and

11 year olds reading the newer books,’’ she moves beyond a simple awareness of

different viewpoints to establish for herself a clear position on the issue, arguing that

‘‘11 and 10 year olds already know about this stuff from tv, books, older kids [are]

talking about it.’’ In entering the debate about whether the sexual content of the

series is appropriate reading material, these fans are learning to think critically as

they reason through their own feelings and attitudes and compare them to other

perspectives. In the process they are beginning to define their own goals and

expectations for reading as well as developing their own personal framework for

evaluating issues related to sexuality, an important step in claiming sexual

subjectivity.

As Valerie Walkerdine (1984) has stated, girls’ interactions with romantic texts

enable identification with the heroine, allowing girls to explore emotions and
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‘‘ponder the conflicts and circumstances of their own present and future lives (qtd in

Smith, 2000, p. 36). Similarly, Alice fan postings exhibit how readers use the series

to better understand their own wants and desires and to make more informed sexual

choices. For example, one reader reports that Alice helped her think about her

sexual boundaries, writing that ‘‘Lately sex had been on my mind, you know, when

to lose my virginity, all the touching and everything, and when i read the book,

[Alice on Her Way] and [it] talked about self-values, I finally realized I was in way

over my head, considering having sex at such a young age, and I feel stupid now,

thinking that I could have lost my virginity to a guy I didn’t really care about.

Everything Alice said and thought and felt made sense to me.’’

Such comments again indicate that readers are performing a preferred reading of

the text as they accept the series’ underlying ideologies around female sexuality,

which, while progressive in some ways, are far from radical. As noted earlier the

series’ frank discussion of biology and sexuality ‘‘tells readers that sexual interest

and desire, within certain acceptable parameters, is healthy and good’’ (Jones, 2005,

p. 28). Yet at the same time it maintains ‘‘some very traditional assumptions and

paradigms about sex’’ in particular that it ‘‘remain between two consenting adults,

generally supposed to be of opposite genders and married’’ (p. 28). In addition,

although Naylor presents Alice ‘‘as an agent in the construction of her own

identity,’’ in many of the books Alice’s desire is deferred or displaced onto other

characters in a way that ‘‘stops short of allowing Alice to become an active sexual

agent’’ (pp. 26–27). While it must be remarked that in later novels Alice explores

her desires by engaging in a range of sexual practices short of penetrative

intercourse, fans’ accounts that they are making the decision to ‘‘wait and have that

kind of relationship’’ suggest they are internalizing Alice’s own desire for a

monogamous sexual relationship in which the parties are, in Alice’s words,

‘‘Comfortable. Relaxed. Unhurried. Trusting, and in love’’ (Naylor, 2007, p. 218).

Fans’ deep interest in Alice’s relationship with on-again, off-again boyfriend

Patrick—cited by many fans as among their favorite aspects of the series—speaks to

their belief in a romantic ideal guided by notions of ‘‘the One’’ true love.

Importantly, however, fans’ decision to wait is also consistent with another

aspect of the sexual ideology at work in Alice: the necessity of female choice. For

instance, in Dangerously Alice, although Alice is aroused, she stops short of having

sex with a boy when she realizes she is uncomfortable with the situation. Alice

thinks to herself:

There was a lot to settle in my own mind about what I wanted and what I

didn’t. I liked sex, that’s certain. I liked a boy to kiss my breast, to run his

hands up and down my sides, to thrust his tongue in my mouth, to explore my

slippery place and finger me. I was eager, I’ll admit, for whatever came next.

But I was going to be choosey. It wouldn’t be lying sideways, with my bra

yanked up like a rape scene. It wouldn’t be in a guy’s bedroom with his dad

just down the hall. It wouldn’t be with a guy who called me ‘baby’ and was

adding me to a long list of girls, condoms at the ready. (p. 219)

This passage once again frames female sexuality in less than radical ways. Alice

monitors her desire against an awareness of what is appropriate—clearly ‘‘good’’
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sex is only that which is done in a loving, non-violent, monogamous and private

manner. Nonetheless, Alice is captain of her sexual destiny, choosing to have sex

only in a context in which she feels respected, safe, and special. Given the real-

world dangers of sexual activity that can exist for teen girls and the sense of being

‘‘over their heads’’ reported by fans, their decision to think through feelings and

follow Alice’s model to demand a sexual experience with which they are

comfortable is an act of self-assertion and agency.

Indeed, some fans see such moments as important for not only underscoring

female choice but as countering messages of female sexual victimhood. One fan

writes about the scene: ‘‘It was nice to read something that related almost

completely to me. (as in hanging out with a guy I didn’t want anything serious with)

….usually when I come across a story like that the girl gets taken advantage of and I

hate reading that kind of stuff. I loved how it shows that not all guys will force a girl

to do everything if they start and she wants to stop.’’ Her comment recognizes that

sometimes girls will choose to ‘‘hang out’’ with guys without attachment and

suggests the need to reframe cultural narratives of sex in which males are inherently

violent and women lack any control; this reframing is itself expressive of readers’

desire to be and be seen as proactive sexual subjects.

While these fans’ textual negotiations articulate a desire for sexual agency, the

wish of many fans for Alice and Patrick to ‘‘end up together’’ actually flies in the

face of the series’ explicit rejection of romantic notions of ‘‘the One.’’ Though the

series draws from the codes of heterosexual romance in its presentation of Patrick as

a constant romantic foil, other aspects of the series depart from this vision. For

example, Alice is involved with and sexually experiments with a number of boys

throughout the series and is presented as happily single at times. The reader is often

reminded by different characters that ‘‘there are a lot of ‘rights’ out there. It’s not as

though there’s only one person in the whole world for you to marry’’ (Naylor, 2007,

p. 101). Fans’ desire for Alice and Patrick’s union is thus perhaps more reflective of

the ubiquity of the romantic, monogamous ideal in wider culture than a reaction to

the series’ actual narrative.

Still, even as most fans express a desire for Patrick and Alice to be together, some fans

also recount knowing that this romantic model does not reflect reality. For example, one

fan writes, ‘‘It seems unrealistic that a couple who first began dating when they were

twelve years old would end up together in the long run. After all, who picks out their final

soul mate when they’re still giving out paper valentines?…Surely, a couple can’t be each

others’ firsts for everything and then still stand the test of time…I realize that Alice, at

least, wasn’t created solely for Patrick.’’ At the same time, however, she asserts, ‘‘I don’t

care about reality. Fiction was invented to make wondrous things happen, like people

falling in love when they’re just kids and making it work for all the years that follow. If

that’s not great fiction, I don’t know what is.’’ For this reader, consideration of Alice’s

relationship with Patrick enables her to recognize the conflicting ideals she holds about

sexuality and romance—the knowledge she has about relationships in the real world,

and her co-existing desire for an ideal that exists despite, or perhaps because of, its very

impossibility. This fan’s ruminations on this conflict further become a means to think

about the relationship between fiction and desire as well as to recognize and think about

her desire for desire.
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Conclusion

Fan readings of the Alice series demonstrate how texts in the relational genre,

despite their focus on relationships and romance, do not merely reinforce girls’

subordinate status. Readers use their understanding of the meaning and significance

of the Alice series to construct themselves in ways that are self-consciously

oppositional to conservative ideologies and traditional framings of femininity. They

report that the series’ depiction of real world teen problems and an imperfect yet

resilient heroine facilitates their achievement of a more mature identity marked by

greater pro-action and self-acceptance. Interacting with the series’ sexual and

romantic content in contradictory ways, fan comments reveal that while readers

accept some of the series’ heteronormative ideologies, their engagement with its

sexual content allows a closer consideration of their own attitudes and desires and

leads to their development as sexual subjects.

Given this interaction, it is notable that readers consistently express a desire to

share the books with younger siblings and children, avowing that, ‘‘Someday when

I’m a mother I will give the series to my daughter.’’ As one reader states, ‘‘I love

them, and they belong in every girl’s life.’’ Such comments are rooted not only in

readers’ wish to share their reading experience, but stem from their perception of the

pedagogical function of the series and the way it speaks to a community of girls by

providing ‘‘a bit of comfort and a pick me up.’’ Since Alice is viewed by fans as a

role model who helps girls accept and ‘‘feel better’’ about themselves, their concern

with passing this message along to other girls is significant. It indicates their

awareness that girls need comforting messages.

On one hand, vicarious enjoyment in Alice’s romances might be a source of

comfort as it reassures readers that ‘‘even girls like Alice’’ are lovable. However,

given that the series as a whole is understood by fans as working to oppose

conservative beliefs regarding censorship and sexuality and challenge notions of

female perfection while embracing female pro-action, the comfort provided by the

series suggests its appeal is rooted in readers’ recognition of a real world hostile to

girls’ quest for knowledge, self-acceptance, assertiveness, and safe sexual explo-

ration. For these fans, the act of reading Alice is as an act of opposition, working to

heal and strengthen the young female subject. Readers’ desire to pass the series

along and create, as one fan says, ‘‘a legacy of Alice,’’ points to Alice’s potential to

politicize, even in a limited way, its audience of young female fans.
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